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ABSTRACT

This research proposes that outsider CEO succession represents a board of directors’ activism against the incumbent leadership in the combined situations of the firm’s poor performance and non-conformity to institutional logics. Under these situations, directors are likely to attribute performance problems to management, withdraw support from the current strategic leadership, and consider selecting outsider CEOs for strategic change toward logics. I examine large U.S. Fortune companies from 1960 to 2007, when the field in which these firms were embedded featured the successive dominance of two institutional logics, namely a finance logic emphasizing conglomerate growth for short-term earnings and a shareholder-value logic emphasizing corporate refocusing for firm market values. The quantitative analysis shows that the shift in logics led to different antecedents and consequences of CEO succession. Under the finance logic, directors selected an insider CEO even during poor performance in cases where the departing CEO focused attention on conglomerate growth, and they maintained support for the existing growth strategy. Under the shareholder-value logic, directors tended to select an outsider CEO during poor performance, but they did so particularly in cases where the departing CEO focused on conglomerate growth, redirecting firm strategy to implement refocusing. Therefore, this research shows that the characteristics of institutional logics constitute an environmental contingency for board involvement in strategic management.
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